The power supply is due to the fact that the present power plant cannot meet further demands for power which have steadily increased during the past few years. In addition to the present power load, the new wind tunnel and the powerful magnet developed by Dr. Francis Bitter for the wind tunnel and the powerful magnet, the Cambridge Electric Light Company and thereafter Technology's power plant for heating purposes and buy electric power from outside sources, will greatly increase the demands for power in the immediate future.

Late this year the Institute will begin buying all its electric power from the Cambridge Electric Light Company and thereafter Technology's power plant will be used exclusively for heating purposes. This change in power supply is due to the fact that the present power plant cannot meet further demands for power which have steadily increased during the past few years. In addition to the present power load, the new wind tunnel and the powerful magnet developed by Dr. Francis Bitter for metallurgical and low temperature research will greatly increase the demands for power in the immediate future.

A study of these power needs indicated that the most economical plan would be to use the present power plant for heating purposes and buy electric power from outside sources, thus avoiding a heavy capital expenditure for enlargement of the Institute's power plant.

The rings have been there for many years, the banquet will be followed later in the week by smokers given by the individual publications. Admission to the affair will be by invitation only. The invitations will be mailed to all freshmen who are known to be interested in writing for publication, and those overlooked may obtain invitations from William P. Pulver, '38, Secretary of Gridiron.

You will find our stock of sheet music, music books, musical literature, phonograph records, accessories, etc. always complete.

Comfortable sound-proof booths enable you to enjoy your record selections in leisure.

If you are musical...

Enjoy Chesterfields... THEY SATISFY

THE TECH

Gridiron

(Continued from Page 1)
Newton Le Roy Hammond, Jr., '38, of Technikon, will discuss the literature department of a publication, and James B. Hein, '38, of the Tech Engineering News, who will discuss make-up of printed matter.

The banquet is the outcome of an attempt by Gridiron to give freshmen undecided between the various publications at Technology an opportunity to hear and talk with representatives of all four, and further gain a practical idea of the scope of their various activities. As in previous years, the banquet will be followed later in the week by smokers given by the individual publications.

Entering students, including transfers from other schools, will assemble for the first time in one body, and to add to acquaintances made at freshmen functions, the Frosh smoker ends at 10 o'clock with the president of the Class of '41 having the opportunity to get near them with autographs, accessories, etc. always complete.

comfortable sound - proof booths enable you to enjoy your record selections in leisure.

telephonic orders promptly filled

Boston Music Co.

156 Boylston Street Boston

Next to Colonial Theatre